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a b s t r a c t
In many computer experiments, surrogates are used to assist in searching for certain
target points. If the surrogates are defined by response function values evaluated by
costly iterative processes, the computational burdens may impede the efficiency of regular
surrogate-assisted methods. Instead of computing the fully convergent response function
values, we propose to control the function evaluation iterations dynamically to save time
on function evaluations without degrading the overall performance. Our new algorithms
adaptively determinewhether each of the function evaluation iterations should be paused,
kept running, or restarted;we then use the approximate function valueswith various levels
of accuracy to construct the surrogates. The numerical results show that the proposed
algorithms achieve significant savings when solving super-level set searching problems
that involve identifying positive Lyapunov exponents of a dynamical system.
© 2010 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
The rapid growth of computer capability has stimulated researchers to use mathematical models to simulate
complex experiments on their computers. However, some computer experiments may require huge computational costs,
consequently limiting their use. It is thus important to design computer experiments carefully to explore an experimental
region efficiently.
This article focuses on finding a super-level set in computer experiments. A super-level set is defined as
{x|x ∈ S ⊆ Rn and f (x) ∈ R > a}, (1)
where S is a given experimental region, f (x) is the response function of the computer experiments, and a is a given constant.
A point x that belongs to the super-level set is called an effective point. Furthermore, we assume that the response function
values are computed by iterative processes in terms of the (virtual) time step t:
f (x) = lim
t→∞ f (x, t). (2)
Approaches used to solve such super-level finding problems can be affected by the properties of the response functions.
In this article, we consider the following problems: (i) the function f (x) is expensive to be evaluated, and (ii) the derivative of
f (x) is unknown. Consequently, the main goal of this article is to develop algorithms equipped with the following features:
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(i) we use a surrogate-assisted method that requires only the function values, rather than the derivative of f (x), to guide
the search for the effective points, and (ii) to construct the surrogates, we need to evaluate function values on certain
experimental points. We use approximate response function values at different levels of accuracy adaptively to reduce the
cost of function evaluations without degrading the overall performance.
Computer experiments with these types of response functions have been studied in several optimization contexts by
using a couple of two different levels of accuracy (but without using multiple accuracy levels adaptively). For example,
[1–3] consider surrogate construction problems where two solvers are used. One of the solvers is generally more accurate
than the other one, but alsomore expensive to run. The authors of [1–3] study how to design cheaper computer experiments
by using the two solvers, such that the resulting surrogate is similar to the one built using only the more accurate solver. In
some circumstances, the solver itself may control the accuracy of the function values. In [4], a solver capable of very high
accuracy is used for aerodynamic optimization computer experiments. Instead of using fully converged results all the time,
partially converged data at a lower level of accuracy are used for surrogate constructions. Forrester et al. [5] modified the
previous algorithm by combining it with the surrogate construction method proposed in [1]. These works demonstrate that
we can achieve a higher level of efficiency for the overall algorithm by controlling the accuracy of the simulation in terms of
the number of iterations in the evaluation processes. Note that the so-called ‘‘one-shot method’’ proposed in [6] also uses
the idea of partial convergence. However, no surrogate is used in the one-shot method. Polak andWetter [7] have extended
the generalized pattern search algorithms to include a procedure that adaptively controls the accuracy of the response
evaluation. From their numerical experiments, the efficiency of this control procedure is justified by significant reductions
in the overall computation times.
Various surrogate-assisted methods have been proposed for various applications. In each iteration of such methods,
surrogates that approximate the true yet unknown response surfaces are updated in each trial, and new experimental points
are selected accordingly. The methods are continually iterated until all of the available computational resources have been
consumed or until all the points satisfying certain criteria (e.g., optimal) have been found. For example in optimization
problems, kriging [8], radial basis function [9], and surrogate management frameworks [10] have all been considered.
In [11,12], the authors use surrogates that are based on an over-complete basis set in the search for parameter combinations
for secure communication.
In this article, we consider the parameter combination problem described in [11] and [12], which can be formulated as
the super-level search problems. Unlike the approach used in these two papers, which do not take into account the function
evaluation iterations defined in Eq. (2), we study how approximate function values atmultiple levels of accuracy can be used
to improve the performance of the surrogate based algorithms. In particular, we consider the case where the super-level
set is
{x|x ∈ P ⊆ S ⊆ Rn and f (x) ∈ R > a}. (3)
Here, P stands for a grid domain that is feasible according to some physical constraints.
To solve the super-level problem defined by (2) and (3), we use the framework of surrogate-assisted methods. One
key point for achieving efficiency is to construct the surrogates without running function evaluation processes to the
limit. Therefore, we propose monitoring the function evaluation processes and using the approximate of function values
dynamically at various levels of accuracy to construct the surrogates. An adaptive mechanism is proposed to control the
function evaluation processes, determine the accuracy of function values, update surrogates, and select new experimental
points. More specifically, we control the function evaluation iterations dynamically by combinations of pausing, keeping
running, and restarting the process.We simultaneouslymonitor the function evaluation processes to seewhether a so-called
‘‘metastable’’ criterion is satisfied before convergence. Once the metastable criterion is satisfied, the approximate function
value at the corresponding level of accuracy will be used to update the surrogate. We compare the methods proposed here
with the one proposed in [11], as they share the same surrogate framework but use distinct iterative control mechanisms.
The numerical experiments show promise, with a 50%–70% computational cost savings.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we present the general framework of our algorithm. We
discuss how to control the iterative function evaluation processes and how to integrate the intermediate results with the
surrogate constructions.We also conduct convergence and complexity analysis of the algorithms. In Section 3, test problems
are introduced and numerical results are presented. We conclude this paper in Section 4.
2. The proposed algorithms
Wepropose to solve the super-level set problem described in (2) and (3) bymodifying the usual framework of surrogate-
assisted search methods. One of the key points in such modifications is to understand the interplay between iterative
processes of function evaluations, surrogate constructions, and target object functions. In this section, we will discuss
how we can dynamically use the evaluated function values at different levels of accuracy to reduce the cost of construct-
ing effective surrogates, thereby justifying the use of partially convergent function evaluations in the super-level set
problem.
We begin our discussion by illustrating a general surrogate-assisted search algorithm in Algorithm 1.
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Algorithm 1 Surrogate-Assisted Search (SAS)
(1) Initialization: Choose initial experiment points and evaluate
the corresponding function values.
(2) Repeat until the effective points are found.
(2.1) Update the surrogate surface.
(2.2) Determine the next possible experiment points
(2.3) Perform the function evaluations.
The algorithm iteratively constructs surrogates and then uses the surrogates to search for the next possible effective
points until the goal is achieved. Our main idea is to add an ‘‘Accuracy Control’’ in Step (2) and slightly modify the surrogate
updating and effective point searching steps in Algorithm 1.
Note that in Step (2.1) of Algorithm 1, several surrogate construction strategies may be used. For example, the kriging
method, developed in spatial statistics, is a popular surrogate construction method in computer experiments. Kriging is
accomplished by assuming that f is a realization of a stationaryGaussian stochastic process. Afterwe pre-specify a correlated
function, the corresponding surrogate can be constructed by solving a linear system of equations and employing some good
statistical properties like the best linear unbiased predictor (BLUP). Formore details about kriging, see [13]. In addition,Wang
and Chen [12] and Chen et al. [11] have proposed another construction method borrowing ideas from image (or sparse)
representation with an over-complete basis dictionary. Given an over-complete dictionary, the surrogate is constructed by
minimizing the 2-norm residual error between observations and linear combinations of bases, which can be accomplished
by the matching pursuit algorithm [14].
2.1. Dynamic control on the function evaluation iterations
We first discuss howwe canmonitor and control the response function evaluation iterations in Step (2.3) of Algorithm 1.
As mentioned in (2), the response function is given by f (x) = limt→∞ f (x, t). When t is sufficiently large, the current
function values f (x, t) are close to their final limiting values and are bounded in [f (x) − ε, f (x) + ε] for a small positive
constant ε. Therefore, the variation of the evaluation values in a time interval of length1t may be a reasonable indicator of
metastability. Specifically, we define the sample variance of the evaluation values as
σ 2(x, t,1t) = 1
1t − 1
1t−1−
i=0
(f (x, t − i)− µ(x, t,1t))2, (4)
where
µ(x, t,1t) =
1t−1−
i=0
f (x, t − i)/1t (5)
is the sample mean of {f (x, t − i), i = 0, . . . ,1t − 1}. Thus, as t increases, σ 2(x, t,1t) should decrease and µ(x, t,1t)
should approach f (x) for all experimental points x ∈ S.
The above observation suggests that we may monitor the function values in the iterative processes and tailor our
actions to gain computational savings. In particular, instead of computing the fully convergent function values f (x) =
limt→∞ f (x, t), we check whether the iterative processes satisfy the metastable criterion
σ 2(x, t,1t) ≤ δ, (6)
for a pre-specified (small) constant δ in every1t steps and then take one of the following possible actions:
Pause. If the metastable criterion (6) is satisfied and µ(x, t,1t) ≤ a, where a is defined in (3), we consider the iterative
process to be metastable. The corresponding x has a good chance of not belonging to the super-level set. Consequently, if
the pause criterion
σ 2(x, t,1t) ≤ δ and µ(x, t,1t) ≤ a, (7)
is satisfied, we pause the evaluation process and use the current function value corresponding to x to update the surrogate.
Keep running. In the following two cases, we keep iterating the function evaluation process and observing how the function
values behave. First, if
σ 2(x, t,1t) ≤ δ and µ(x, t,1t) > a, (8)
the iterative process is metastable and the corresponding x has a good chance of being an effective point. Second, if
σ 2(x, t,1t) > δ, (9)
the iterative process is not metastable and further function evaluation is necessary.
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It is important to note that when checking the metastable criterion (6) and consequently the criteria in (7)–(9), it is often
useful to require criterion (6) to be satisfied in q successive time intervals. This requirement allows us to avoid ‘‘temporary’’
metastable iterates. On the other hand, we check the last (i.e., the qth) sample averageµ(x, t,1t) to see whether the pause
criterion is satisfied.
It is clear that the dynamic control on the function evaluation iterations results in approximate function values of varying
levels of accuracy. At this point, we examine how we can use these approximate function values to update the surrogates.
After that, we will want to know how we can use these surrogates to choose experiment points. We will then discuss these
issues and other algorithmic details in the next subsection.
2.2. Details of the algorithm
Based on the above discussion, a dynamic surrogate-assisted algorithm is proposed in Algorithm 2 for searching
the super-level set efficiently. As Algorithm 2 shares the same surrogate framework with Algorithm 1, Algorithm 2 is
also equipped with a new dynamic search strategy and a dynamic function evaluation process in Steps (2.2) and (2.3),
respectively. Let P be a grid of experimental points defined over S. Pexp ⊆ P is the set of the points whose corresponding
function values are evaluated. Here, Pexp is divided into three disjoint subsets (i.e. Pexp = Pexp_conv ∪ Pexp_pause ∪ Pexp_eval):
Pexp_conv: whose corresponding f (x, t) converges to f (x) as t →∞,
Pexp_pause: whose corresponding function evaluation processes satisfy the pause criterion defined in (7), and
Pexp_eva: whose corresponding function evaluation processes continue to run, as either (8) or (9) is satisfied.
Algorithm 2 Dynamically Controlled Surrogate-Assisted Search (DC)
(1) Initialization:
(1.1) Choose the initial experiment point set Pinit and define Pexp = Pinit .
(1.2) Choose tlimit and1t.
(1.3) Evaluate f (x, tlimit)’s for all x ∈ Pinit and update Pexp_conv = Pexp.
(1.4) Define Pexp_pause = ∅ and Pexp_eva = ∅.
(2) Repeat until the effective points are found.
(2.1) Update the surrogate using f (x, tx) that x ∈ Pexp.
(2.2) Determine the next possible experiment points
(i) Choose xnew1 and xnew2 from P \ (Pexp_conv ∪ Pexp_eva)
with the highest surrogate values.
(ii) Update Pexp_eva = Pexp_eva ∪ xnew1 ∪ xnew2 and
Pexp_pause = Pexp_pause \ xnew1 (or xnew2) if necessary.
(2.3) Perform dynamic function evaluations.
(i) For every x ∈ Pexp_eva, evaluate f (x, t) until tx = tx +1t.
(ii) If ∃ x1 ∈ Pexp_eva satisfying the pause criterion (7) or
∃ x2 ∈ Pexp_eva that f (x2, tlimit) is obtained, then update
Pexp_pause by adding x1 and/or x2 and Pexp_conv by
removing x1 and/or x2 accordingly. Go to Step (2.1).
We highlight the following essential components of Algorithm 2.
• Step (1). In this step, we detail the initialization. As we have little or no information about the true response surface,
we treat every grid point equally. Thus, a space-filling design would be an appropriate choice. For example, a uniform
design [15] can be used to select the initial point set Pinit . In Step (1.2), we compute the response function value f (x).
Though the function value is defined mathematically for t → ∞, in practice, we choose a large number tlimit and
approximate
f (x) = lim
t→∞ f (x, t) ≈ f (x, tlimit). (10)
• Step (2.1). We stop the function evaluation step (Step (2.3) of Algorithm 1) and then update the surrogate (Step (2.1)
of Algorithm 1) whenever a function evaluation process is paused or has fully converged (i.e., f (x) = limt→∞ f (x, t)).
In all the cases, we have either obtained an acceptable (paused) or a new (convergent) function value. After the current
surrogate is updated, we choose several effective point candidates accordingly. Note that even though the accuracies of
the approximate function values vary and may not always be small, the overall performance may benefit from updating
the surrogate once a new batch of information is received. This assumption will be justified by the numerical results we
report in Section 3.
• Step (2.2). In this step, we describe how the next set of experimental points is chosen according to the newly updated
surrogate. Here, we simply choose the new points from P \ (Pexp_conv ∪ Pexp_eva)with the highest surrogate values. Note
that the experimental point candidates are not only considered from the set of ‘‘unexplored’’ points but also from the
points whose iterative processes have been paused. This is because the pause criterion (7) is not a criterion of strict
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convergence, and there still exists a positive probability that the fully convergent value of the iterative process falls into
the super-level set. A safeguard is included in our algorithm to avoid misjudging an effective point because it has been
paused. The safeguard is implemented in the following ‘‘Restart’’ strategy.
Restart. If a function evaluation iteration has previously been paused on a grid point x ∈ Pexp_pause ⊆ P , and this
particular x is later chosen as a potential effective point, we restart the function evaluation process at this particular
point. Furthermore, if a point x is restarted h times, for a pre-defined positive integer h, we simply compute the fully
convergent f (x) by taking t → ∞. Obviously the efficiency of such restarting predictions depends heavily on the
surrogates. Though the correctness of the surrogates cannot be guaranteed, the heuristic nature of such a strategy is
important.
• Step (2.3). Here, we outline the dynamic function evaluation strategy discussed in Section 2. We examine the function
evaluation processes in every1t steps. Whenever a point x1 satisfies the pause criterion (7) or x2 such that tx2 = tlimit is
found, we stop evaluating the iterative processes and update the surrogate construction step immediately by using the
function values f (x, tx)where x ∈ Pexp.
2.3. Auxiliary surrogates based on predictions
Because the function values are obtained from an iterative process in terms of the variable t and the process should be
stationary when t is sufficiently large, these iterative processes may be modeled by a certain statistical model. By using this
statistical model, we could predict the results of further iterations. We anticipate that the predictions may provide useful
information when t is sufficiently large and can thus be employed to speed up the searching method.
In this article, we use the auto-regressive process of order k, i.e., AR(k), to model the overall trend of the iterative process
{f (x, t)} for each f (x). Briefly, the AR process is a statistical forecasting model in which future values are modeled based on
past time series data. In particular, we represent the AR(k) process by the linear model
yt = βt,0 + βt,1yt−d + · · · + βt,kyt−kd + εt ,
where yt = f (x, t) is the current response value for the corresponding iterative process at t , the βt,i’s are the auto-regressive
coefficients, and εt is a Gaussianwhite noise term. Note that Kennedy andO’Hagan [1] have used the AR(1)model to describe
the relation between the responses obtained by the two different accurate solvers. According to the AR(k) model, once we
obtain the estimations of βt,i’s, then we can obtain the predicted values fˆ (x, tx+ l) for x ∈ Pexp_eva. By using these predicted
values fˆ (x, tx+ l) and other computed values in the iterative processes f (x, tx), an auxiliary surrogate is constructed.We can
then select new experimental points from this auxiliary surrogate. In particular, wemodify Steps (2.1) and (2.2) in Algorithm
2 to implement the idea in Algorithm 3.
Note that in the AR(k) model, there are k+ 1 unknown auto-regressive coefficients, which we need to estimate by using
the evaluation values f (x, t). As the values of f (x, t) should vary for each t , to obtain the global trend of the process, the
average values of f (x, t) in the period of length d, i.e., µ(x, t, d), are used instead of using the instantaneous evaluation
values directly. Here, µ(x, t, d), µ(x, t − d, d), . . . , µ(x, t − nd, d) are used to estimate these unknown AR coefficients,
where n and d are pre-specified integers and n > k.
Algorithm 3 Dynamically Controlled Surrogate-Assisted Search with Prediction (DC-P)
This algorithm is different from Algorithm 2 only in Steps (2.1) and (2.2). All the other steps are the same as in Algorithm 2 and
thus are omitted here.
(2.1) (i) Update the surrogate using f (x, tx) such that x ∈ Pexp.
(ii) Predict fˆ (x, tx + l) by the corresponding AR(k) process
for all x ∈ Pexp_eva. Define fˆ (x, tx + l) = f (x, tx) for all
x ∈ (Pexp_conv ∪ Pexp_pause).
(iii) Construct the auxiliary surrogate by using fˆ (x, tx + l)’s.
(2.2) Determine the next possible experiment points
(i) Choose xnew1 from P \ (Pexp_conv ∪ Pexp_eva) with the highest
corresponding surrogate values.
(ii) Choose xnew2 from P \ (Pexp_conv ∪ Pexp_eva ∪ xnew1) with the
highest corresponding auxiliary surrogate value.
(iii) Update Pexp_eva = Pexp_eva ∪ xnew1 ∪ xnew2 and
Pexp_pause = Pexp_pause \ xnew1 (or xnew2) if necessary.
2.4. Surrogate constructions
Now, we discuss how to construct surrogates for the algorithms. Suppose that the response surface is only sampled on
the grid, P , which is similar to the pixels in images. Therefore, we can naturally treat this response surface on the grid as an
image. Wang and Chen [12] and Chen et al. [11] use the idea of image representation to construct the surrogate surfaces as
follows.
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We define the N × 1 response vector associated with the response variables over the grid P as
VP ≡ (f (x1), . . . , f (xN))⊤,
where N is the total number of the grid points in P . Let Pexp contain n explored grid points, x1, . . . , xn, 1 ≤ n ≤ N , which
are used in the surrogate construction. Then, define the n× 1 vector
V˜Pexp = (f (x1, tx1), . . . , f (xn, txn))⊤.
Let exi be the N × 1 unit vector whose values are all zero except for the one corresponding to the point xi (which is assigned
the value one), and let In be the n× N identification matrix whose ith row is (exi)⊤. We then have
In = (ex1 , . . . , exn)⊤ and V˜Pexp = InVP .
To construct surrogates, we first introduce a set of ‘‘basis functions’’ (or a ‘‘basis dictionary’’) defined on P and denoted
by {φi, i = 1, . . . ,M} for φi ∈ RN . The current surrogate surface∑Mj=1 c˜jφ˜j on Pexp is then constructed by choosing the c˜j’s
to minimize the modeling error
η˜Pexp =
V˜Pexp − M−
j=1
c˜jφ˜j
 ,
where φ˜j = Inφj, j = 1, . . . ,M , are normalized during computation. After obtaining the coefficients c˜i, we can construct
the surrogate surface over the whole experimental region P as
f˜ (x) =
M−
j=1
c˜j
‖ Inφj ‖φj(x), for all x ∈ P.
The basis dictionary is usually chosen to be an over-complete dictionary, i.e., M > N , and the corresponding basis
functions are set to be the Gabor functions. The two-dimensional Gabor basis functions are defined as
g(u, v) = 1
Z
exp
[
−1
2
(σuu2 + σvv2)
]
cos
[
2πu
λ
+ ϕ
]
,
u = u0 + x1 cos θ − x2 sin θ,
v = v0 + x1 sin θ − x2 cos θ,
where Z is the normalization constant, (x1, x2) are the coordinates of P , u0, v0, σu, σv are user chosen parameters of a
two-dimensional Gaussian window satisfying relations σv =
√
2σu and λ =
√
2πσu, λ and ϕ are parameters of a sinusoidal
grating, and θ is the angle between the x1-axis of the image and the u-axis of the Gabor dictionary. Due to the over-complete
dictionary, the unknown coefficients c˜j are inferred by the matching pursuit method [14].
2.5. Convergence and complexity analysis
The convergence of Algorithms 2 and 3 over a finite experimental point set P can be achieved by slightly modifying
Step (2) of the algorithms. In the algorithms, once the surrogate is updated, the new experimental points are selected
by maximizing the current surrogate function over P \ (Pexp_conv ∪ Pexp_eva). In other words, we can always find the next
experimental points unless all points are explored. Consequently, given a bounded feasible experimental region, the search
points generated by our algorithmswould fill inP , if we continue iterating the algorithms in Step (2) by assuming that there
is no computational resource limit.
Next,we analyze the complexity of the algorithms anddiscuss the situations inwhich a certain algorithmmayoutperform
others. First, we focus on Algorithm 2. Because Step (1) is a one-time initialization and Step (2.2) involves only cheap
surrogates, the computational cost is dominated by Steps (2.1) and (2.3). In Steps (2.1) and (2.3), we consider the costs
of constructing surrogates and function evaluations, respectively. The following notations are used in the complexity
analysis.
• ite is the total number of iterations in Step (2) of Algorithm 2 (or Algorithm 3).
• [Nexp]i = |Pexp|i is the number of experimental points used to construct the surrogate in the ith iteration.• Cf is the cost of one step of the function evaluation.• |Pexp_eva|i is the number of experimental points that are evaluated in the ith iteration.
For Step (2.1), based on [14], the total cost for constructing surrogates is
ite−
i=1
Ci[Nexp]i log2(Nexp)i. (11)
For Step (2.3), the total cost for the function evaluation is
ite−
i=1
|Pexp_eva|i1tCf . (12)
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By using (11) and (12), we see that the complexity of Algorithm 2 is
ite−
i=1
Ci[Nexp]ilog2[Nexp]i +
ite−
i=1
|Pexp_eva|i1tCf . (13)
Similarly, the complexity of Algorithm 3 is
ite−
i=1
2Ci[Nexp]ilog2[Nexp]i +
ite−
i=1
|Pexp_eva|i1tCf . (14)
This is because two surrogates are constructed and the computational cost for of (2.1.ii) is relatively cheap, especially when
the order k of the AR process is small compared to1t .
The complexity of function evaluations can provide further information of various algorithms. We rewrite the cost of
function evaluations in (12) and then compare the algorithms discussed in this article and the over-complete basis based
response surface method (OBRSM) proposed in [11].
Another complexity form of DC (Algorithm 2). The complexity description of DC in (12) can be rewritten as
time_itvl−
k=1
[Nexp_eva_itvl]k · k ·1t · Cf . (15)
Here, time_itvl = tlimit/1t is the number of time intervals for the whole function evaluation process, and we assume that
time_itvl is an integer. [Nexp_eva_itvl]k is the number of experimental points that have been evaluated in k time intervals
(in the accumulative sense). Note that
ite−
i=1
|Pexp_eva|i =
time_itvl−
k=1
(Nexp_eva_itvl)k.
OBRSMversusDC. Each of the function evaluations in theOBRSM is computed as the limiting value. Consequently, inOBRSM,
we have the total function evaluation cost
[Nexp_eva_itvl]time_itvl · (time_itvl ·1t) · Cf = |Pexp| · tlimit · Cf . (16)
Note that |Pexp| = |Pexp_conv| in OBRSM.
Comparing (15) and (16), we can see that OBRSM is expensive, as all the functions are evaluated as t = tlimit . In contrast,
Algorithm 2 is usually cheaper as it takes advantage of early metastable convergence. In some cases, Algorithm 2 can gain
significant savings. The worst case for Algorithm 2 performs similar to OBRSM.
3. Numerical experiments
Wehave proposed two algorithms for solving the target problem.We now investigate their performance by solving three
test problems and comparing them with other methods.
3.1. Test problems
We discuss a computer experiment in secure optical communication, which serves as motivation for this article. In
this application, two bistable laser diodes are used to construct a drive–response dynamical system that is capable of
masking sinusoidal electric signals with chaotic lights. A key component of such a secure optical communication system is
to generate chaotic light outputs, which can be achieved by injecting an external sinusoidal electronic drive into the system.
Mathematically, a set of rate equations modeling a bistable laser diode with an electronically controlled external drive has
been proposed in [16,17]. These rate equations are then studied numerically in [18] to show that suitable combinations of
the pump rate (Sp1) and the modulation current (mc) in the external sinusoidal electronic drive can lead to chaotic light
outputs. However, it remains a challenge to identify ‘‘all’’ parameter combinations of Sp1 and mc resulting in chaotic light
outputs in a feasible grid domain of the two parameters.
To assert the existence of chaotic light outputs numerically, one can compute the largest Lyapunov exponent (LE) of the
rate equations. A positive LE implies that the light output is chaotic. In other words, the computer experiment problem can
be formulated as a super-level set problem by defining the super-level as
{x|x ∈ P ⊆ S ⊆ R2 and f (x, t) > 0},
where f (x, t) represents the LE corresponding to a particular parameter set x = (Sp1,mc) at t .
One way to compute the LE by an iterative process is presented in [19]. Consequently, the virtual time step variable t
stands for the iteration numberwhen computing the LE by the iterative process. The computation of LE for each combination
of (Sp1,mc) is an expensive iterative process. In addition, different combinations of (Sp1,mc) result in different iterative
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(a) (Sp1,mc) = (20, 5). (b) (Sp1,mc) = (28, 9.5).
(c) (Sp1,mc) = (20, 5). (d) (Sp1,mc) = (28, 9.5).
Fig. 1. (a), (b): the response computation processes of the test problems that (Sp1,mc) = (20, 5) and (Sp1,mc) = (28, 9.5) for t = 102, . . . , 105; (c), (d):
zoom-in of the corresponding parts for t = 2× 104, . . . , 4× 104 , respectively.
processes converging to the corresponding LE. Two types of iterative processes, (Sp1,mc) = (20, 5) and (Sp1,mc) =
(28, 9.5), for t = 0 to t = 100,000 are illustrated in Fig. 1. From these figures, we find that the trends of these processes
can be very smooth or extremely oscillatory. However, the trends are globally smooth on large-scale time intervals. Pairing
this property with suitable metastable criteria for large-scale intervals, we might be able to make an early identification
of the convergent values for the corresponding iterative processes. In doing this, we can pare down computational cost by
terminating experiment processes whose convergence values will not satisfy the super-level criterion.
To solve the positive LE searching problem described in this section, we first need to identify the experimental region
S and the corresponding experimental points P . In particular, we consider the following two sets for S and P in this
article.
Problem LE 1: S = {(Sp1,mc) ∈ [20, 30] × [5, 15]}.
P = {(Sp1,mc)|Sp1 ∈ {20, 20.5, . . . , 29.5, 30},mc ∈ {5, 5.5, . . . , 14.5, 15}}.
There are 21 · 21 = 441 experimental points in P .
Problem LE 2: S = {(Sp1,mc) ∈ [25.5, 40] × [10, 24.5]}.
P = {(Sp1,mc)|Sp1 ∈ {25.5, 26, . . . , 39.5, 40},mc ∈ {10, 10.5, . . . , 24, 24.5}}.
There are 31 · 31 = 961 experimental points in P .
The parameters used in the numerical experiments are given as follows. The parameters used to construct the Gabor
bases are θ = {0, π8 , 2π8 , 3π8 , 4π8 , 5π8 , 6π8 , 7π8 }; σu = {0.25, 0.5, 0.75, 1, 1.5, 2, 2.5, 3, 3.5, 4} and phase ϕ = 0. The length
of the time interval is 1t = 1000 and the limit number of iterations is tlimit = 100,000. See (4) and (10) for the uses of 1t
and tlimit , respectively. In Algorithm 3, the order of each AR process is fixed to be 20, whereas n = 50, d = 40, and l = 10.
Furthermore, to check the metastable criterion (6), we request the sample variance σ 2(x, t,1t) to be less than 10−7 for five
successive time intervals. To check the pause criterion (7), we request the correspondingµ(x, t,1t) to be less than 0 in the
last (fifth) time interval.
3.2. Numerical results for solving LE 1 and LE 2
To show the advantages of the proposed algorithms, we compare the computational costs of Algorithm 2 (DC) and
Algorithm 3 (DC-P) with those of the OBRSM [11], as these three methods share the same surrogate framework. Here we
reproduce the results of OBRSM with the same Gabor basis dictionary.
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Fig. 2. Total cost of solving LE 1 and LE 2 by DC, DC-P, DACE and OBRSM.
On the other hand, we also compare another surrogate-assistedmethodwhose surrogates are constructed by the kriging
method based toolboxDACE [20,21]. In thismethod, the surrogates are constructed via the krigingmethodwith theGaussian
correlation function
rθ (s, t) = exp(−(θ1(s1 − t1)2 + θ2(s2 − t2)2)), (17)
where θ = (θ1, θ2) is the parameter vector of the Gaussian correlation function and the regression function is set to be
a constant. Here θ1 and θ2 are estimated via the maximum likelihood approach in which the initial values are fixed at 20,
whereas the lower and upper bounds for θi are 10−3 and 200, respectively.
The advantage of controlling the function evaluation accuracy is displayed by comparing the computational cost of
OBRSM and DC. The effect of modeling iterative processes is presented by comparing the result of DC with that of DC-P.
We compute the computational costs of the three algorithms in the following way. For OBRSM and DACE, the
computational cost is equal to the number of experimental points’ times tlimit , namely
|Pexp| × tlimit .
For DC and DC-P, the total computational costs are the sum of the number of steps in the iterative process for each point in
Pexp, or−
x∈Pexp
tx.
Furthermore, to compare the efficiencies among the algorithms, we use the result of the OBRSM as a baseline. Specifically,
we compute the computational cost ratio
CostOBRSM(n)− CostAlg(n)
CostOBRSM(n)
, for n = 1, . . . ,m, (18)
where n is the number of effective points found,m is the total number of effective points, and CostAlg(n) is the computational
cost of finding n effective points by a particular algorithm, as measured by the total number of iterations in all function
evaluation processes.
The results of the comparisons among the algorithms are presented in the figures. Fig. 2 demonstrates the computational
costs by showing the accumulated sums of the tx’s used to find a certain number of effective points. Fig. 3 plots the ratios of
the costs defined in (18).
From Fig. 2, we see clearly that both DC-P and DC perform better than OBRSM, especially for finding out the last effective
points in LE 1 and in the beginning stages in LE 2. DACE can identify the first several effective points quickly; however, DC-P
and DC take fewer and fewer cost when more and more effective points are obtained. In the last one-third of the effective
points, OBRSMalso performs better thanDACE. The difference betweenDC-P andDC, however, is not significant. The relative
efficiencies are shown in Fig. 3. DACE ismore efficient than OBSM at the beginning of the search processes, especially in LE 2.
However, when more effective points are identified, the performance of OBRSM is better in both LE 1 and LE 1. Fig. 3 also
suggests that the cost ratios of DC-P and DC increase stably and are more than 50% of those of OBRSM for identifying all
effective points in LE 1. The relative efficiencies of DC-P are even more than 60% in the LE 2 problem. In both the LE 1 and
LE 2 cases, DC and DC-P significantly outperform OBRSM. This is mainly because some iterative processes for evaluating
functions are paused before converging to the final responses, whereas the trends of the true surfaces are still captured. In
other words, the dynamic accuracy control mechanism works quite well here.
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Fig. 3. The relative efficiencies of the algorithms. The cost ratios are computed by (18).
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Fig. 4. Profiles showing how function evaluations are performed on the experimental points. The following symbols are used in the figure.△: initial points,
× (in red): positive LE points,  (in red): points in Pexp_conv , •: points in Pexp_pause , and ◦: restarted points (For interpretation of the references to colour in
this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
We have shown that Algorithm 3 (DC-P) outperforms Algorithm 2 (DC) in LE 2 and both algorithms perform similarly in
LE 1. We now present detailed numerical results mainly using Algorithm 3. The results obtained by using Algorithm 2 are
ignored.We first highlight individual processes for searching the effective points and then compare the computational costs
among different algorithms.
We find that the algorithm can solve the problems efficiently. It takes only one-third of the experimental points to
identify all effective points. In particular, the algorithm uses 145 out of 441 experimental points for LE 1 and 314 out of
961 experimental points for LE 2. The efficiency also suggests that the dynamic surrogates suitably predict the trends of true
response surfaces and correctly guide the searching process to focus on the ‘‘hot spots’’ that contain the effective points.
The details of the searching processes are shown below. For problem LE 1, all the 21 effective points are identified
successfully by using 145 experimental points. Except for three effective points that are among the initial experimental
points, the algorithm uses 31, 33, 33, 37, 37, 59, 81, 87, 95, 107, 111, 120, 122, 131, 137, 139, 144 and 145 experimental
points to locate the other effective points. For problem LE 2, all the 25 effective points are identified successfully by using
314 experimental points. Except one effective point that is among the initial experimental points, the algorithm uses 44,
44, 70, 72, 94, 128, 138, 144, 190, 208, 222, 224, 224, 228, 228, 236, 246, 250, 287, 291, 296, 307, 314 and 314 experimental
points to locate the other effective points.
Fig. 4 shows how the adaptive strategies work and how they save computational costs in these two problems. We
highlight the following observations.
• The points in Pexp_conv (marked by red ) match the positive LE points (marked by red ×) exactly. DC-P not only finds
all the positive LE points, but it finds them efficiently in the following sense. In LE 1, all the points in Pexp_conv leads to
positive LE points. In LE 2, |Pexp_conv| = 27 and 25 of them lead to positive LE points. Two points (29, 10.5) and (31.5, 13)
are in Pexp_conv . However, their corresponding response values are negative, even though they are close to zero. In other
words, DC-P does not ‘‘waste’’ function evaluations at the points that are not of interest by computing until t = tlimit . The
observation also suggests that DC-P pauses all other points correctly.
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Fig. 5. The (a) computational cost and (b) relative efficiencies of the algorithms for the simulation problem.
• Most of the restarted points (marked by ◦) are close to the positive LE points (marked by red×), which means that the
surrogates are updated reasonably as they guide the searching in the right direction. For the restarted point (33.5, 19) in
Fig. 4(b), it stays away from the positive LE points, but their function values are close to zero.
3.3. Model fitting in the algorithm with AR prediction
The similarity in performance of DC and DC-P in LE 1 and LE 2 is also noticeable. It is reasonable to conjecture that DC-P
should perform better than DC, provided the AR process provides a good estimate iterative process. We expect that in a case
like this, the AR process can detect the trend of the iterative process and then predict the next steps of the iterative process
correctly. Though this conjecture is affirmed in the LE 2 problem, we must point out that DC outperforms DC-P slightly in
the LE 1 problem. We believe that the reason is due to the model fitting of iterative processes. In this subsection, we focus
on this issue.
We see from the above results that the difference between DC and DC-P is fairly insignificant. One possible reason for this
might be due to the model assumption of the iterative processes for function evaluation. Two types of iterative processes
are illustrated in Fig. 1. Observing these figures, we can see that it might not be easy to fit the iterative processes by simple
AR models and further study may be needed.
We now conduct a simulation to see the effect of the prediction stage of the process when the model assumption
is ‘‘proper’’. In this simulation, we construct a response surface in which the responses are formed by combining three
two-dimensional exponential functions with a normal noise:
y = 15 exp(−(0.2(x1 − 5.7)2 + 0.2(x2 + 3.4)2))
− 8 exp(−(0.12(x1 − 11.3)2 + 0.15(x2 − 2.3)2))
+ 10 exp(−(0.1(x1 − 16.4)2 + 0.2(x2 − 1.9)2))+ η,
where η is independently drawn from Normal(0, 3). The experimental region is S = [0, 20] × [−10, 10], and the
experimental points are P = {(x1, x2)|x1 ∈ {0, 1, . . . , 20}, x2 ∈ {−10,−9, . . . , 10}}. There are 21 × 21 = 441 points
in P . For each point x, the iterative process of f (x), {f (x, t), t = 1, . . . , tlimit}, is generated such that this process can be well
fitted by AR processes. In this simulation, the super-level set is defined as
{x|x ∈ P and f (x) > 7},
and there are 22 effective points in this simulation. For the other parameters in DC and DC-P, we define tlimit = 1000 and
1t = 20. A uniform design is used to select the 21 initial experimental points. The order of the AR processes is fixed to be
k = 6 in DC-P, and we choose n = 13, d = 3, and l = 6. We choose q = 5 and δ = 10−1 for checking the metastable and
pause criteria.
Fig. 5 shows the numerical results of the simulation. In this simulation, DC-P is the most efficient algorithm. DC and
OBRSM require more computations than DC-P, especially in searching for the last effective points. Observing part (b) of
the figure, we find that DC-P has significantly better performance. These results are understandable because the function
evaluations are simulated by a particular AR model.
4. Summary
We have proposed two dynamically controlled surrogate-assisted algorithms, with or without function evaluation
iteration predictions, to search for target super-level sets. The algorithms use a framework similar to regular surrogate-
assisted search algorithms. However, the proposed algorithms control the computational costs of the response function
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evaluation iterations dynamically to achieve overall efficiency. The proposed algorithms are equipped with adaptive
mechanisms that pause, keep running, and restart the function evaluation processes dynamically. The algorithms determine
the surrogates based on the function values at multiple levels of accuracy. The experimental points are also suitably
chosen. Numerical experiments were conducted on two real and one simulated super-level set search problems. The
computational results have shown that the proposed algorithms can significantly outperform an existing surrogate-assisted
search algorithm.
Further possible improvements of the proposed algorithms are shown below. First, during the time in which we choose
multiple newexperimental points (after the surrogate is updated), some function evaluation process are still being executed.
In other words, many function evaluation processes may be executed simultaneously. These function evaluations are
independent of each other and may thus naturally be computed in parallel. Second, the behavior of the function evaluation
iterations is unknown and can be very complicated. It is thus not easy to model and predict aspects of the processes well
by a simple time series model. Further study in these directions will benefit the surrogate construction and the overall
performance of the methods.
Finally, we note that the proposed ideas may be applied to general optimization problems with appropriate revisions. In
our algorithms, we compare the sample mean µ(x, t,1t) and a that are defined in (5) and (1), respectively, to control the
function evaluation processes. Such a criterion works suitably on the super-level set search problems whose target function
value (i.e., a in the super-level set definition) is known. However, in general optimization problems, we have no idea what
the optimal value would be, and thus, we do not have an equivalent pause criterion to (7) that can be used to stop the
function evaluation in an early stage. One possible way to overcome this difficultly is to use different a values. In particular,
consider a maximization problem; we may set
a(i) = sup
x∈Pexp
f (x, tx)
in the ith iteration. That is, once the metastable criterion (6) holds for an experimental point x, we would pause the
corresponding evaluation process if µ(x, t,1t) is less than the best value we have now. Otherwise, we simply keep
running the evaluation process. Hence, we always keep our current target value as the best value we have obtained so far.
Consequently, a local extremummay be identified by the modified algorithm efficiently. Further investigation is necessary
to turn this idea into a practical method.
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